


BINOCULARS

THE INSPIRATION FOR TRAILSEEKER was 
simple: create a roof prism binocular that bests its competitors 
in weight, sleekness, and optical performance.  Waterproof 
and nitrogen purged with fully multi-coated optics for the 
clearest, sharpest images possible.  Seek your trail with 
high-level outdoor performance at an affordable price.

8X32  #71400
10X32  #71402

8X42  #71404
10X42  #71406

AT THE APEX OF OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL 
design is Granite ED, Celestron’s top performing, award-
winning roof prism binoculars featuring Extra-Low 
Dispersion (ED) glass for edge-to-edge sharpness and 
color correctness virtually free of chromatic aberration.  
Choose Granite for rock-solid performance.
8X42  #71370
10X42  #71372

10X50  #71374
12X50  #71376



BINOCULARS

HAILED AS THE TOP ENTRY-LEVEL binocular 
in the market by Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Nature DX 
inspires outdoor adventure in explorers of all ages.  Whether 
it’s watching birds or hiking trails, this feature packed line 
offers exceptional value.
8X32  #71330
10X32  #71331
8X42  #71332

10X42  #71333
10X56  #71335
12X56  #71336

MONOCULAR 10X25 #71210

NO FUSS, NO MUSS –  Outland X epitomize 
“get right down to business” binoculars with sleek 
styling and a versatile range of magnifications for 
every outdoor enthusiast.
8X25  #71340
10X25  #71341
8X42  #71346

10X42   #71347
10X50   #71348 
MONOCULAR 6X30 #71211



CELESTRON CREATED THE FIRST COMETRON 
product for viewing the passing of Halley’s Comet in 1986. 
While that memorable comet is now far out into space, there’s 
always another one promising to light up the sky.  Cometron 
binoculars continue to be the optics of choice for providing 
bright, expansive views of one of the best shows on Earth. 

7X50  #71198

20X70  #71454

SERIOUS OBSERVATION REQUIRES A 
SERIOUS BINOCULAR Designed to meet the 
long-distance viewing needs of law enforcement 
agents, Echelon binoculars offer Celestron’s 
proprietary XLT coated lens system for bright, 
detailed observations and a durable, heavily armored 
body capable of standing up to the most demanding 
field conditions.



A FAVORITE OF AMATUER ASTRONOMERS  
the world over, explore the night sky with our bestselling 
SkyMaster series. These affordable large-aperture binoculars 
meet the special demands of astronomical and long-distance 
terrestrial viewing.  A tripod adapter is included to allow for 
extended use and excellent depth of field views without the 
need for constant refocusing (excluding 12x60 model).

12X60    #71007
15X70   #71009
25X70 #71008

20X80 #71018
25X100 #71017

CELESTRON’S SKYMASTER BINOCULARS 
HAVE LONG BEEN THE MOST POPULAR high 
magnification binoculars for astronomical and long-distance 
terrestrial viewing. We took everything that has made 
SkyMaster successful and built upon it. The result is the 
SkyMaster Pro.  Better construction, our highest quality optics, 
friendly to beginners and budgets, yet powerful enough to 
meet the needs of accomplished star gazers for an unrivaled 
observing experience.  Tripod adapter included.

15X70  #72030
20X80  #72031

EXCEPTIONALLY BRIGHT AND STABLE to hold 
thanks to their lower magnification levels and large objective 
lenses, the SkyMaster DX effortlessly transitions between 
astronomical and terrestrial viewing.  Waterproof and fully 
multi-coated for a step up from the base SkyMaster models.
8X56  #72022
9X63  #72023



“MAKE ‘EM TOUGH.” When we asked military 
personnel and law enforcement officers about what they 
wanted in a binocular, that’s what they said. So that’s what 
we did. A tough armored exterior and solid construction for 
dependability in the line of duty.

CHART THE COURSE for your next adventure with 
Oceana, our fully waterproof, high-performance binocular 
that effortlessly travels from sea odyssey to land excursion 
with built- in technical features like an illuminated compass, 
reticle, and calculator dial for quickly measuring the size 
and distance of objects.
7X50 MARINE #71189-A
7X50 MILITARY #71189-B
MONOCULAR 8X42  #71212

7X50 GPS #71422
10X50  #71424
15X70  #71426

Tripod not included



WHEN A FULL-SIZED OR EVEN COMPACT binocular 
might not be convenient to carry, there is always room for a 
capable monocular.  Compact, light, and powerful.

RIGHT ON THE SIDELINES, in the bleachers, or 
way up in the nose-bleed seats, getting a close-up look 
at the action always adds to the enjoyment of any event. 
That’s the inspiration for the name of our most popular all-
around binocular family.  Get “UpClose” and never miss 
a moment. 

8X21  #71230-Roof
10X25  #71232-Roof
16X32  #71234-Roof
7X35  #71250-Porro
8X40  #71252-Porro

10X50  #71256-Porro
20X50  #71258-Porro
10-30X50  #71260-Porro
MONOCULAR 10X25 #71213

NATURE 10X25  #71210
OCEANA 8X42  #71212 
UPCLOSE G2 10X25  #71213

MONOCULARS



ANY SPOTTING SCOPE WORTHY OF SHARING 
the name of our TrailSeeker binoculars needed to live up to the 
same high standards. By no means an easy feat.  For unrivaled 
outdoor performance at an affordable price, trust TrailSeeker 
to deliver crisp views and other high-end features packed into 
a lightweight and durable frame.

FULLY DESERVING OF THEIR ROYAL TITLE, the 
Regal M2 series reigns supreme.  Our flagship spotting scope 
line offers rock solid construction, premium ED glass, and all 
the features found on more expensive scopes, plus industry-
leading cost performance.

AN INSTANT CLASSIC, HUMMINGBIRD  
is at home anywhere from   ” ED glass spotting scope 
is small, powerful, travels light, and is famous for its 
dazzling colors. 

7-22X50 #52307
9-27X56 #52308

16-48X65 #52304
20-60X80 #52305

22-67X100 #52306

 

65- 45° #52330
80- 45° #52332
100- 45°  #52334

65 - straight #52331
80 - straight #52333
100 - straight #52335



READY FOR ANY ADVENTURE! With a compact 
and lightweight design, you’ll be able to quickly set it up 
and use the 10-30x or 12-36x zoom to get close to the 
action. LandScout combines bright, sharp views with a 
remarkably affordable price. Tabletop tripod included.
50 mm  #52320
60 mm #52322

DESIGNED TO PERFORM well in a range of viewing 
situations, the Ultima spotting scope is a great all-around 
optical instrument. The rubber-armored, waterproof design, 
and included soft carrying case protect Ultima from the 
elements for worry-free use in any conditions. Available in a 
range of sizes with both angled and straight designs.
65 - 45° #52248
65- straight  #52249
80 - 45° #52250

80 - straight #52254
100 - 45° #52252
100 - straight #52257

THE VERSATILE C5, C90, AND C70 MINI MAK  
offer the best of both worlds.  We’re always asked, “Are they 
for astronomical or terrestrial viewing?” With wide apertures, 
high powered magnification, erect image optics, included 
finderscopes, and compatibility with a wide range of 1.25” 
eyepieces, the answer is a resounding “YES!” to both.  

C5     #52291
C90     #52268
C70 MINI MAK #52238

Tripod not included

CATADIOPTRIC

Tripod not included



TRIPODS  Anchor your sport optics with our TrailSeeker 
and Regal tripods. The heavy-duty Regal tripod has a smooth, 
easy-to-use fluid pan head and adjustable legs for setting 
in a variety of configurations. The quick-release plate helps 
you set up and break down in seconds and doubles as a 
balance rail, allowing you to find the perfect center of gravity.  

Our lightweight, yet stable TrailSeeker tripod features a two-
way fluid pan head for smooth, fast spotting and tracking 
with a large range of motion and single-tension pan and tilt 
adjustment. Flip-lever leg locks, multiple leg angles, rubber 
feet, padded leg wraps, and a retractable balance hook make 
it adaptable for all types of terrain. 

With all these features and more, these are the perfect tripods 
for avid optics users. 

ASTRONOMICAL EYEPIECE COMPATIBILITY
Select Celestron spotting scopes like the Regal M2, Hummingbird, Catadioptric, and 
TrailSeeker allow the use of all Celestron 1.25” eyepieces.   Swap in your astronomical 
eyepieces for a different focal length or field of view to customize your observing experience.

REGAL TRIPOD  #82052

TRAILSEEKER TRIPOD  #82050
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Cavalry Series • • •

Cometron Series •

Echelon Series • • • •

Granite Series • • • • • • •

Nature DX Series • • • •

Oceana Series • •

Outland X Series • • •

SkyMaster Series • •

SkyMaster DX Series • • •

SkyMaster Pro Series • • • •

TrailSeeker Series • • • • • •

UpClose G2 Series •

Binoculars
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71210 Nature 10x25 • •
71212 Oceana 8x42 • • •
71213 UpClose G2

10x25 •

Monoculars
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Catadioptric

52238 C70 Mini Mak •
52268 C90 Mak •
52291 C5 SCT •

Hummingbird ED Micro • • • •

LandScout Series • •

Regal M2 ED Series • • • • • • •

TrailSeeker Series • • • • •

Ultima Series • •

UpClose Series • •

Spotting Scopes

KEY TECHNOLOGIES
Each Celestron optical product is engineered for the highest performance, durability, and quality in its class. From lightweight-
yet-sturdy weatherproof housings that withstand the elements to state-of-the-art lens coatings for unrivaled image clarity. 
With Celestron optics you’ll get a lifetime of viewing enjoyment at an unbeatable value.

WATERPROOF     The housing of the optic is sealed, preventing moisture and dust from getting inside.

ED LENS  Extra-low dispersion glass. Optical glass with special dispersion properties that dramatically reduces 
chromatic aberration, rendering razor sharp images with superb color correction.

XLT COATING    Celestron’s proprietary lens coating. First developed for telescopes, this coating maximizes light 
transmission through the optical path for brighter images and increased resolution and contrast.

DIELECTRIC COATED  A highly reflective coating used in roof prisms to cause the prism surface to act as a dielectric mirror, 
improving light transmission, contrast and color fidelity. Reflectivity of a dielectric coated prism is greatly 
improved compared to either an aluminum or silver mirror coating.

PHASE COATED     A coating applied to one surface of a roof prism to increase contrast and sharpness by correcting out 
of phase light.  

FULLY MULTI-COATED    Every lens surface is coated multiple times with anti-reflective coatings to improve the color and contrast 
of an image and to maximize brightness.

MAGNESIUM ALLOY   The main housing of the optic is constructed of a magnesium alloy.  This reduces weight without 
sacrificing the structural integrity necessary for hard use in the field.  

NITROGEN PURGED      The internal housing is purged of air and replaced with dry nitrogen gas, preventing the buildup of 
moisture and fogging of the internal lenses. 

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY 
Rest assured that your Celestron sport optics purchases are guaranteed 
against defects for the product’s usable lifetime.



© 2017 Celestron  |  2835 Columbia Street Torrance, CA 90503 U.S.A.  |   800.421.9649

Celestron Global Ltd., Unit 2 Transigo, Gables Way, Thatcham RG18 4JZ United Kingdom   |   +44 (0) 1184 671200

The photographs appearing in this catalog are for graphic illustration purposes only and do not represent objects  
or subjects viewed or photographed using the products described. All items designated TM or ® are trademarks  
or registered trademarks of Celestron or the specific companies designated.

Product designs and specifications are subject to change or modification without prior notification.  
Products designed and intended for those 14 years of age and older.

# 93717-17

facebook.com/celestron

facebook.com/celestronsportoptics

twitter.com/celestron

@CelestronView

instagram.com/celestronuniverse


